
The SSC OFL CV Committee met on August 31 2016. 

Rich Seagraves, Paul Rago, Sarah Gaichas, Brian Rothschild, Olaf Jensen, Tom Miller, and Mike Wilberg 
participated. 

Mike provided an updated Mid-Atlantic ABC document for the committee to work from that has 
replaced the former “Level” terminology with the newer more descriptive categorization of ABC 
determination methods (Analytically-based, Expert-based, Empirically-based, and Catch-based).  

As a start on revision, examples of model forecast error (projection performance) presented for the 
Summer Flounder stock assessment were included under Empirically-based methods and reviewed by 
the committee. 

Committee discussion centered on revising the ABC determination methods to more formally consider 
both bias arising from input data and variance arising from model and projection uncertainty. Although 
the projection performance information is useful to evaluate model forecast error, it may not be 
sufficient to characterize OFL CV because it assumes that the underlying model is unbiased.  

The committee discussed relatively simple indicators of input data: 

 survey CV by species to evaluate fishery independent inputs 

 historical changes in catch estimates from comparisons across stock assessments 
o inclusion of new catch time series 
o changes in discard estimation 
o changes in methods for recreational catch estimates 

 ageing error or other error in life history information 

It was noted that upcoming changes to recreational catch time series were likely to have a large impact 
on many Mid Atlantic assessments, so methodology that allows the SSC to consider this may be useful. 

It was also noted that projection performance measures may vary for stocks with recruitment within the 
projection period (age 1-2) versus those recruiting after the 1-3 year projection window.  

The committee discussed a general framework for estimating OFL CV based on data and historical 
performance. Evaluation of input data would be according to the above and other metrics, and model 
past performance could be used to establish potential variance in OFL CV for assessments with stable 
methods/models over time. For assessments with changing methods (new assessment framework, 
change in model structure), a library of general performance characteristics by model type could be 
applied. 

As a starting point, the committee would like to work though methods with the full SSC to evaluate how 
best to go convert model forecast error estimates to an estimate of OFL CV. To do this, examples from 
the summer flounder, scup, and dogfish assessments will be compared. The goal is to evaluate whether 
this idea is worth pursuing with practical examples. For example, how many assessment years are 
needed versus how many exist, how do changes in reference points affect the error estimate, etc. 

The next priority will be developing specific tasks for a joint SSC-NEFSC stock assessment workshop.  

Considerable work on projection performance, the statistical properties of retrospective patterns, and 
model frameworks that incorporate uncertainty in input parameters has been done since the ABC 
document was originally drafted (at UMD, NEFSC, and SEFSC Beaufort) and can be incorporated. 

 

 



Summer flounder example 

 

 

 



Scup example 

 

 

 



Dogfish example 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 


